Being a Cathar means living like one. Christ was a Cathar, or
rather, a dualistic gnostic, because the name “Cathar” is used
since the Middle Ages. They are men and women whose
actions show that they carry God’s Laws within them, while
these form the backbone of their consciousness. Some called
such people Aryan, or pure.
A Cathar will seek to act to the highest good of everyone –
there is only one highest good. He or she cannot be bribed into acting against own
conscience. The sheer possibility is repugnant – only ignorant and ugly people transgress.
The resultant loss in each case amounts to a multiple of any unfair gain. Only a fool who,
when not seeing instant retribution, believes there will be none, could possibly contemplate
a deliberate transgression.
A Soul at that level of consciousness need not incarnate, only if perfecting for an even
higher level, or to show the way. (The 7 levels of attainment are explained in the Cathar
Testament). In order to call oneself a Cathar, the person would have to be at the third level
of attainment, or higher. That means that the person understands how to behave, how to
co-operate with others and how to contribute to a worthwhile outcome – in terms of the
growth of consciousness, not in terms of worldly gains.
Although a Cathar would have the ability to sacrifice him or herself for others, they would
also defend themselves and others who may be vulnerable, against injustice and abuse. In
place of hate a Cathar feels sorry for those who abuse them. A Cathar would be punished
for any transgression heavier than others – but he or she is also protected against harm not
due to them, and those who attempt to harm them, will be punished heavily.
The Divine Laws are not negotiable:
■ Fulfilment Always Involves Others
■ An Inappropriate Event would not take Place
■ A Soul is Judged on Intentions more than on the Outcomes of its Actions
■ A Soul is Fully Responsible for All of its Actions
■ The Purpose of Incarnation is the Growth of A Soul
■ The worth of Knowledge is in its Benefit to Others
■ Making Mistakes does not Preclude Growth

They apply to everyone equally, only God expects from an advanced Soul more. Life on
Earth is a training experience the purpose of which is to show fitness, and to qualify for life
in another, a pure environment. It is called the “One”, in Christianity the “heaven”. A Soul
with greater abilities will take on more responsibility on behalf of the One. Mistakes do not
happen in the One. The most capable and devoted Souls will submit themselves to the
hardest of tests on Earth.
People, who are trying to harm a person whose
intentions are pure, are destroying themselves. Illwilled people sacrifice themselves to advance those
who aim high, and a Cathar, similarly to Christ, will love
them for the hate they show him or her, because he or
she understands the price the hater pays for his hate.
Any religious groups that argue with one another on the issues Faith, do not know, and they
have not experienced God.

The One Commandment
“Always treat every living being the way you would want to be treated in
their place.”
Who needs additional commandments, to this? Only those, who believe to be above God,
and those, who have one set of rules for themselves, and a different set of rules for the
rest. The Christian Church had been founded, it grew, and became wealthy, by violating its
Ten Commandments. The Official Christian Church had been founded by a vote taken after
the majority had been driven out of the Nicene Synod in 325 AD.
The clerics who saw themselves above God did not believe in an effective God. By the
example of own actions over 2000 years of its history, the Christian Church stripped
humanity of its connection with God. It holds responsibility for the 2000 years of wars,
hate and suffering it failed to prevent, while betraying the loving message of Christ.
God has no reason to be impatient with Justice,
because like a Divine machine, it implements infallibly
each time. It could be in form of a single event, but
more often it takes time, even several lifetimes in
cases of extreme transgression, such as taking the
lives of others for personal gains, for Divine Justice to
complete its course in each and every detail and in all
consequences.
Instead of seeing the whole picture, human beings see only a small fraction of the reality
which deludes them to believing that those in power can lay down their own rules, and that

opportunities allow some people to act contrary to God.
perpetuates. Ignorance and Evil is the same thing.

On that basis suffering

It could be argued that a Soul which strives to self-improve to a high level in order to
support others and to stand as an example to others, is sacrificing itself for others. But noone can take on themselves the sins of others. The three Souls destined to become
humanity’s leaders and subsequently Divine (in Christianity the Father, the Son, and the
Holy Ghost), jointly took on themselves the hardest task of acquiring all knowledge, from
own experience, with the view to paving the way for those who may have the courage and
the will to follow. Nothing comes free and no-one can save another. Everyone gets exactly
what they earned by own thoughts and own deeds.
A Cathar does not ask what may be the cost of honouring
his or her principles. An accomplished Soul simply acts in a
way it learned to be proper in the course of its making,
through many lifetimes. No Earthly power, money, or
threats can force such a person to act against its principles,
because a Soul at this level of consciousness already
belongs to God, and it’s one and only desire while on Earth,
is to fulfil its tasks, and return to Him.
If one uncompromisingly conducts him or her-self according to God’s laws in a society which
is so materialistic, that even the idea of God is misused with the view to economic
manipulation, one appears unconventional, or even “set on self-destruction”. Institutions
of power worship the defiant Christ they have for dead - while those who strive to follow in
his footsteps continue being crucified by modern means, such as character assassination by
conspiracy and lies, social isolation with the destruction of income, and inviting violence
against them from the mob. 2000 years on, they know what they are doing, and the
“father” will not forgive them.
The masses are left with a “just in case God” and a “God for an occasion”. This God’s main
function is to help the Church to stay in business, and make Sundays, weddings and funerals
more exciting for the customer. It is a God people are praying to when their child falls ill, or
when they fear losing something they want. A Church that encouraged human
transgression by the sale of indulgencies has seeded the mercenary attitude to God in
Western society.
Media and technology cover decay. During
the bloodiest phases in history has the World
not seen so much unhappiness. “Caring and
compassionate” children cheer on as those in
despair take their lives, on the internet. By the
time the young become adults, peers kill their
ideals, but not their pain. According to reports
by VetVoice in recent years army suicides have

repeatedly toppled combat deaths and according to the American Cancer Society, every
third person in America develops cancer - and it is not stopping there.
When Lysseus, my Spirit Guide, started speaking to me in 2002, I showed him some
beautiful flowers in my garden, and he told me, that they would not compare to the beauty
of the flowers where he is, and I understood, when he has shown me. Even before that, in
1998 he allowed me for a moment to experience Bliss, as experienced by the Souls in One.
It was an un-earthly feeling of joy from sheer existence and total contentment with
everything that happens, because all takes places in the best possible interest of all
participants. It was for this feeling that the 200 Cathars of Montségur joyfully marched into
the bonfires prepared for them by the Pope’s army, and 25 other, lay people, took the
initiation ceremony to become Cathars, which secured them the same appalling death in
place of the mercy the Pope had offered them. The Church always associated the image of
Satan with fire; no one loved fire as much, as the Church.
From 21st December 2012 the incoming generation of Souls
represent the bigger half of incarnations on Earth. The third
and the second Divine Souls share the last Divine incarnation. It
was made to coincide with the Final Judgment and with the
transition into the new phase of humanity. People who scorn
moral principles learn best from the fate of those who have
none.
The Cathars were the most respected and revered group of
people in the Middle Ages, when morality, honour and even
chivalry, were still present. Whole Catholic regions went to war
for the Cathars, standing up to own King in their defence. No
other group in history saw such dedicated following, despite the hardest persecution
possible. Cathars were lied about, but the lies only reflect a true picture of those who put
them forward.
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